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1. Introduction 
Kervaire.and Milnor pointed out in [4] that Whitney’s trick [16], which plays a 
key role in higher dimensional topology, fails in closed 4-manifolds. For compact 
4-manifolds with boundary, the possibility of establishing weaker version of 
Whitney’s lemma is even more hopeless. Actually, Matsumoto [9] discussed the 
failure of some versions of Whitney’s lemma in terms of the Arf invariant and his 
secondary intersectional triple, and showed how they work for the compact mani- 
folds obtained by attaching 2-handles to B4 along the Whitehead link (Fig. 2, n = 1) 
and the Borromean rings (Fig. 1, n = 3) with O-framing. 
On the other hand, we can find the germ of such phenomena in Milnor and 
Stallings’ work [ll, 12, 151 on classical link theory. Briefly speaking, their result 
is that one can define the numerical invariant @(ii * * * j,) for a link of n components 
in S3 and a sequence of integers ii,. . . , j,, each of which stands for a component 
(and therefore 1 <ji <II for each i). In general, b((ii . * * jp) is invariant under 
topological concordance, and even under link homotopy if ii,. . . , j,, are pairwise 
distinct. The links in Fig. 1, and Fig. 2, arise naturally as examples which have 
non-trivial E-invariants. 
Thus it is natural to ask how higher (not only secondary) intersectional properties 
in 4-dimensions are related to Milnor’s fi-invariants. The purpose of this paper is 
to show that, under certain conditions, a certain type of Massey product on the 
boundary of an ambient 4-manifold W gives ‘higher intersection numbers’ and 
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that it concides with Milnor’s fi-invariants when W is constructed by attaching 
2-handles to B4 along a link with O-framing. This study is based on our algebraic 
interpretation of Matsumoto’s triple [3] and Porter’s recent result [ 141. 
After some preliminaries about Massey products in the next section, we shall 
discuss ‘higher intersection numbers’ in Sections 3-5. In the last section, we show 
how our invariant work for the compact 4-manifolds represented by Fig. 1 and 
Fig. 2. In particular, Example 1 answers Matsumoto’s question [9]. 
Corollary 2 in Section 6 has already been proved by Ohkawa [13] from a different 
viewpoint. However, the proof we give here is more directly related to Milnor’s 
invariant. 
This paper constitutes a part of the author’s thesis at Columbia University. He 
would like to thank his advisor, Professor J. Morgan, for helpful encouragement. 
2. Massey products 
Following Kraines [7], we shall define Massey products just on the first 
cohomology group for our purpose. Throughout this paper, all the (co-)homology 
groups are understood to have integral coefficients. Let X be a space. Given 
elements yl,. . . , yp H’(X), suppose that a collection of 1-cochains S = 
{mijEC’(X)]l~i~j~p,j-i<p-1)SatiSfieS 
(1) [mii]=Yi fori=l,...,p, and 
j-l 
(2) Smij = Li t&k U t?lk+l,j if i <j. 
Then, the cochain Czcti ml,‘ ~rn~+r,~ turns out to be a cocycle. We denote its 
cohomology class by (yl, . . . , Y~)~ and call S a defining system. The Massey product 
(Yl, * * . , y,) is defined as a subset of H2(X) consisting of all elements produced by 
such systems. When p = 2, it is nothing but the cup product. The Massey product 
(Y l,.**, y,,) will be understood as a cohomology class if it contains only one element. 
Although it is hard to compute the indeterminacy of (yl, . . . , yp) in general, the 
following fact, which is a corollary of Proposition 2.4 in [lo], is useful whenever 
we compute Massey products here. 
Proposition 1. If any (p - l)-tuple Massey product on H’(X) vanishes, that is, 
contains only the zero element, then (~1,. . . , yP) contains only one element. 
Proof. If any (p - l)-tuple Massey product on H’(X) vanishes, then any q-tuple 
Massey product on H’(X) must contain zero for each q <p, and in particular any 
binary Massey product vanishes since it is strictly defined. Then by inductive use 
of Proposition 2.4 in [lo], we see that any q-tuple Massey product on H’(X) 
vanishes for each q <p. The statement is now identical with Proposition 2.4 in [lo]. 
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Lemma 2. The followings are equivalent. 
(1) Any p-tuple Massey product vanishes. 
(2) Any p-tuple Massey product for some basis vanishes. 
(3) Any p-tuple Massey product for some basis contains zero. 
Proof. (l)*(2)*(3) are obvious. To see (3)*(l), fix a basiscrr, . . . , a,, of H’(X). 
If the p-tuple Massey product of LYE, . . . , a, (repetition allowed) contains zero, then 
any q-tuple Massey product of ai,. . . , a,, must contain zero for each q <p, and in 
particular any binary Massey product vanishes since it is bilinear. Thus we are 
similarly done by inductive use of Proposition 1 and multilinearlity of the strictly 
defined Massey product. 
The cyclic relation below corresponds to the cyclic relation of @-invariants ((21) 
in [14]). We shall use it in Section 5. 
Lemma 3. Suppose that any (p - l)-tuple Massey product on H’(X) canishes. Then, 
the following identity holds for any p + 1 elements yt, . . . , Y,+I of H’(X). 
(Ylr.**r Yp)uYp+l=(Y2,**~rYp+l)~Yl. 
Proof. By the assumption, we can take a collection of 1-cochains {mij E C’(X)1 1 G 
icj<p+l,j-i<p-1) so that subcollections A={mijIl~i~j6p} and B= 
{mij 12 c i <j sp + 1) are defining systems of (vi, . . . , yp) and (~2, . . . , y,+i> respec- 
tively. Those Massey products contain only one element by Proposition 1 and 
(Y2, - * * 9 Yp*dU Yl -(Yl9 * . * 9 Y,> u Yp+l 
m2k u mk+l,p+l umP+l.P+i 
I 
m2k u mk+l,p+l umP+l.P+l 
I 
[( 
p-1 
= 6 z mlkumk+l,p+l = 0. 
k=2 
3. Homotopy intersections 
Let W be a compact, l-connected, smooth 4-manifold with connected boundary 
aW =M and x 1, . . . ,x, be a basis of Hz(W). Suppose xi *xi = 0 for every i and j 
(including self-intersections), then the associated boundary reduction yi E H&U) 
and its PoincarC dual ai E H’(M) for each i are uniquely determined by the diagram, 
yi E Hz(M) - Hz(W)sxi 
Poincari dual T ai E H’(M) 
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The purpose of this section is to prove 
Theorem 1. x1,. . , xn Hz( W) (n Z= 3) can be represented by continuous maps 
of S2 with pairwise disjoint images and any (n -2)-tuple Massey product on H’(M) 
vanishes, then 
(al,..*, &_I) u a. = 0. 
Remark. Kobayashi [S] proved that any two elements of H2( W) can be represented 
by continuous maps of S2 with pairwise disjoint images. Thus n = 3 is the minimum 
number when we define homotopy intersections, and Theorem 1 for this case has 
been proved in [3,9] under more general situation (see also [17]). 
Suppose now x 1, . . x, are by continuous of S2 pairwise 
disjoint Approximate them immersions closely so that the 
self-intersection are ordinary Let Ni a regular of 
the image of representing xi let N the disjoint of 
N N,,. 
Let now describe properties on in terms the kinky 
studied in Each Ni obtained by one kinky with a 
of self-plumbings a 4-ball a trivial (see [2], 2). Ni a 
homotopy of S’ * . v S’ S2, where number of is equal the 
number self-plumbings. Since s Z+ aNt) is we can a 
generator Hz(Ni) homologically the boundary Then, Hz(aNi) generated 
by element and distinguished tori [2], diagram which come 
Hs(Ni, aNi). Also since H,(Ni)+ Hl(Ni, aNi) is zero, we can push again 
generators of Hl(Nt) to the boundary. These together with a linking circle of the 
core of the kinky handle generate Hl(dNi). This description helps us to prove the 
following lemmas by dualizing the settings. We shall use the notations below for 
the inclusion maps, 
My_ s/dN\i 
W-N N 
Lemma 4. The following cohomological properties hold. 
(1) ‘*:Hq(W-fi)+H’(aN) isan isomorphism whenq =2,3. 
(2) n*:H’(W-&-H’(M) isan isomorphism. 
(3) H’@N) = u*H’(N)O‘*H1(W -I+). 
(4) H’(aN) = Y*H’(N)C%*(Ker K*). 
Proof. By the definition of N, H2( W) + H’(N) is an isomorphism. Thus, (1) and 
(3) follow immediately from the diagram, 
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- H4(W,N) - H9(W) - H9(N) - Hq+‘( w, N) - 
We can verify the injectivity of H2( W -&, M) + H2( W -fi) by 
H2(W-fi,M) -H2(W-$) 
Poincark dual 
I 
= 
I 
z 
H2(W -3, aN) -+ H,(aN) z H2(aN) 
I I 
z PoincarC dual 
H2( W, N) a HI(N) 
This together with the fact H’( W -I?, M) = 0 imply (2). The decomposition (4) is 
derived from the commutative diagram, 
H2(aN) 6 H2(W-N) 
1 1 ;H2(M) 
H2(N) L H’(W) 
Lemma 5. (1) Any cup product on H’(aN) vanishes. 
(2) Any element of v*H’(N) has a cocycle representative u for which, if u vu is 
a cocycle for some v E C*(aN), then its cohomology class [u uv] is in v*H2(N), 
moreover 
(3) we can choose such representatives ul, u2 of given elements in v*H’(N) for 
which UI u u2 = 0. 
Proof. It is enough to show this for a component Ni. The direct summand v*H’(Ni) 
of H*(aNi) is generated by the PoincarC duals of distinguished tori corresponding 
to self-plumbings, which are disjointly located on aNi. Those together with a single 
element, the PoincarC dual to the push of a generator of H2(Nj), generate H’(aN,), 
and therefore (1) is obvious. 
Now, both circle components of a distinguished torus come from a linking circle 
of the core of the kinky handle. Since such a circle is dual to an element of v*H’(Ni), 
we complete the proof of (2) and (3) by choosing a sum of distinguished tori as a 
representative of a given element in v*H’(N). 
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Proof of Theorem 1. As K * is an isomorphism c rl, there exists a unique element 
Yi E H*( W -fi) SO that K*yi = (Yi for each i. D&&e L*Yi = pi E H’(aN) and let Uii, 
bii, Cii be cocycle representatives of (pi, pi, Yi such that K#(Cii) =Uii and ~*(cii) =bii. 
Beginning with {err, . . . , ~~_r.~_r}, we shall construct a relevant defining system 
of (Yl, *. *, y,_r) inductively and prove this by the naturality of Massey products. 
For 2 sp <n -1, we shall denote by H(n,p) the hypothesis: there exists a 
collectionof l-cochains{c~~~C’(W-~)~l~i~j~~-l,j-i<p-1}suchthat 
(1) Spq ={Cij 14 s i sj s q +p - 1) is a defining system of (y,, . . . , y,,,_r) for each 
lsqsn-p, 
(2) if k&{i,i+l,..., j}, rc~*(C~j) = T: (bij) is a cocycle representative of an ele- 
ment of v*H*(N~) chosen by Lemma 5, where rk: aNk + aN is an inChSiOn, and 
(3) ~TT:L*(CijUC,r)=STZ(bij)U~~(bst)=Oifk~{i ,..., j,S ,..., t}. 
Notice that (3) is a consequence of (2) and hence of Lemma 5. 
Step 1. H(n, 2) is true for any n 23: it suffices to show that rrz(pi) E V*H’(Nk) 
for all k # i, for then we can choose such a collection {cii 11 G i < n - 1) by Lemma 
5(3). To see this, define 4 : H’(aN) + H*(M) to be the composition of the following 
maps, 
H’(aN) - H*(N, aN) 
Poincare dual z 
+ 
Hz(N) - Hz(W) 
PoincarC dual 
I 
z 
H*(W,M)& H’(M) 
By the definition of N, the image q5 (H’(aN,)) is generated by ak. Since 4 (pi) = ai, 
we have q5~: (pi) = 0 for all k # i, which means that 7r: (pi) lies in V*H’(Nk). 
Step 2. H(n, p) implies that ~*(y~, . . . , yqcP_l)s, iscontained in v*HZ(N4 u * * * u 
Nq+,_l) for every 1 sq =sn -p: the cocycle D, =~:~~-’ c,, UC,+~.~+~-I represents 
the Massey product (y,, . . . , yq+,,--l)sm and we have 
7&“(D,) = 
q+p--2 
c 74 (6,r) u d (br+l.q+p-1). 
r==q 
By the condition (3) of H(n, p), T~L#(D~) =0 for k@{q, . . . , q +p - 1). If k E 
(49 - - . , q +p - l}, then either rr: (6,,) or T$ (b ,+l.q+p_-l) is a cocycle and represents 
an element of V*H’(Nk) by the condition (2). Thus, r: (6,,) urrz (br+~.q+p--l) turns 
out to be a cocycle for each q s r c q +p - 2 by the condition (3), and its cohomology 
class is contained in v*H2(Nk) by Lemma 5, (2). Summing up over all k, we are done. 
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Step 3. H(n, p) and the vanishing of every p-tuple Massey products on H’(M) 
implies H(n, p + 1): as K*(Y~, . . . , yq+p_l)s, vanishes by the assumption, 
(x7, . * . , yq+P--I)Sp9 lies in Ker K *. Then, by Step 2 and the direct sum decomposition 
of Lemma 4, (4), ~*(y~, . . . , yq+P_l)s, = 0. Since now L* is an isomorphism on 
H2, (~p,...r yq+p--1)~~ itself vanishes, that is to say, ~~~,“-’ cqr UC,+I,~+~_~ is 
cohomologous to zero. Take a l-cochain d4,4+P-~ so that &&,,,-I = 
c yfi-2 c,, UC,+~,~+~_-~. By the condition (3) of H(n, p), 
s’(&L(dq,q+p--l)) = &*(sdq.q+p--l) 
q+p-2 
= c 4 @,,I UT: (br+l.q+p-1) 
r=q 
=0 ifk&{q,...,q+p-l}, 
where 8’ is a coboundary operator on C*(aZV). Thus, the cochain 
E,= C &Y(dq.q+p-I) 
kdh....q+p-11 
turns out to be a cocycle. Take a cocycle representative dbq+p-l of ~*-*c5([&]) 
so that dq.q+P-l -db,,+,-1 satisfies the conditions (2), (3) of H(n,p +l) Setting 
cl7.q fP - 1 = dq.q+P-1 -d;.,+P-1 for each 1s 4 == n -4, we obtain a required collection 
{Cijlj-iCp}* 
Now, by induction on p, H(n, n - 1) is true and also by Step 2, 
L*(Yl,.* * a, yn-~)s,_~., E v*H’(NI u * * . UN,--I). 
Recall that rz (fl,,) lies in v*H’(Nk) for all k f n, and we have 
L*((YI, * * * , Yn-I)S,_I.I u ml = (Pl, * * * 9 Pn-A*&_*., UP. = 0. 
Since L* is an isomorphism on H3, 
0 = K*((yl, . . . , Yn-A,_,., u ml = bl, * * * , %-l)Uaa. 
This completes the proof. 
4. Topological intersections 
Ohkawa’s result [13] is that if, under the same setting as in Theorem 1, xl, . . . , x, 
can be represented by pair-wise disjoint topologically embedded 2-spheres, then 
the Lie algebra associated to the lower central series of rr(it4) is isomorphic to 
that of a free group of rank n. The author could show in [6] that this condition is 
equivalent to the vanishing of every Massey products on H*(M). We do not prove 
the equivalence here, however, we give the direct proof of this vanishing. That is, 
Theorem 2. If xl, . . . ,x, E H2( W) can be represented by pairwise disjoint 
topologically embedded 2-spheres, then, for any integer p 22 and any sequence 
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1 sir,. . . ,& an, the p-tuple Massey product (ail, . . . , aip) vanishes, and hence all 
Massey products on H’(M) vanish. 
Suppose x1, . . . , xn are represented by pairwise disjoint topologically embedded 
2-spheres Kt, . . . , K,. Let UI, . . . , U, be pairwise disjoint neighborhoods of 
KI,.. . , K,. Since Ki is an absolute neighborhood retract and W is a smooth 
manifold, we can choose, by Borsuk’s lemma [l], a descending sequence Vi = 
Ni03Nit 3’ * + 21Vhlip 2 Ki of compact submanifolds SO that each Ni.i+t can be 
homotopically deformed into Ki in Nii, i > 0. Set Ni = Nri u * * * u N,i, then we have 
a descending sequence N1 3 Nz 2 * + * 2 N, 3 K = Uy= 1 Kim The following maps 
denote the inclusions: 
For any case, we use the symbol ?rk for the inclusion of the kth component to the 
union of components. 
Before going into the technical part, let us outline the proof of Theorem 2. The 
key cohomological properties on W --Isb we use here are 
(1) up*: H’(W-gP)+H1(M) is an epimorphism, and 
(2) cz : H2( W -tip) -, H*(aN,) is a monomorphism. 
Both are easily proved by the homotopy commutative diagram, 
and the standard argument using exact sequences. By (l), there is an extension 
yi E H’( W -fiP) of ai E H’(M). The first step is to choose yi SO that ~~e~~,(yi) = 0 
(see Lemma 6). This gives us a cocycle representative of yi whose support restricted 
to N2 -gP lies only in Niz-fiip. NOW, given a sequence 1 bjr, . . . , jp s n, take such 
a cocycle representative c, of yi, for each 1 <q sp. When ig = i, but q # r, we take 
parallel representatives c,, and c, so that c, u cn = 0. Then, we get a collection 
S’ = {ctt, . . . , c,}. The next step is to extend S’ to a defining system 
S={c,,EC*(W-fiP)jlGq~r<p,r-q<p-l} 
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of (Yj,, * * * 9 yip) so that E~~+z.~ c,, - ( ) - 0 when q f r. This is attained by (2), Lemma 
7 and induction on q -r. We finally verify by the naturality of Massey products 
and (2) that K~S is a defining system of (oil, . . . , aj,) which produces the zero 
element. 
Lemma 6. For each i, there exists an element yi of H’( W --tip) SO that Kp*(Yi) = ai 
and~~&~p(~i)=Oforallk#i. 
Proof. To prove this, let us look at the diagram, 
H2(W 
where most of the isomorphisms are given by PoincarC duality and excision. 
As KT is an epimorphism, we can take an element yil of H’(W-fil) so that 
K: (y:~) = ai. Using the fact that Im 4 c Im 4, define yir of H’( W -fin) by 
Yil=YIl -g em C ( l(c~i?rrh(v;t))+l-l(IL~~h(yll))). 
Then, since f(yil) = 0 and 7rzh(yil) = 0 for all k #i, there exist extensions yy2 E 
H’(W -Nz) and 5~ H’(Nl) for yii and 1 Cfi ~ZLT (yii) respectively. Using the 
Mayer-Vietoris sequence, 
define an element of H’( W -@2) by 
y:2 =~-‘(YilO(-_9T2(~)-~T&T2(Yi2))). 
Now, the inclusion: N2 --, Nr homotopically passes through K and H’(Nl) + H’(N2) 
is a zero map. Thus from the diagram, 
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H’tN,) O-map ) H'W) 
H’WJ - H1(N1--I&)---* H’(dNz) 
it follows that 
(*) 7rz~T(y1~)=0 forallk#i. 
From now on, beginning with yl~, we shall construct yi inductively without 
changing the restriction wT (Y!~) = yil. Let us look at the following diagram, 
* 
H’(aNz) - H’(Nz, aNz) = 
Using the fact that Im JI’ c Im c$‘, define yi2 E H’( W -fi2) by 
Yi2 = Yl2 -g~Td’-‘f(Y~*)* 
Since f(yi2) = t,Vh (yi2) = rT$‘h (yi2) = 7rff(y!2) by (*), f(yi2) = 0, and there exists 
y:~ E H’( W -fi3) so that CEJ~ (vi';) = yi2. Using the Mayer-Vietoris sequence again, 
0 + H’( W -g3) f H’( W -~*)OH’(N2-~3)~H’(aN,) -, . . . 
define an element of H’(W -I’?4 by 
yI3 = Y-‘(Yi*O(-*TETj(Y~3))). 
Repeat the same procedure p - 2 times, and we obtain a required element yi = ybi E 
H’( W -&,). This completes the proof. 
Lemma 7. Let w be a cocycle of C*( W -&,) whose support lies in W-&for some 
1 s j <p. Suppose that w is cohomologous to zero, then there exists a cochain c in 
C’( W -Is,) so that SC = w and its support lies in W -Hj+l. 
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Proof. Take a cochain C”‘E C’(W-fiP) such that &“I= W, and set f2, = 
Wp ‘ Wp-1’ * * ” Wj+la Rj is nothing but the inclusion: W -K’$ + W -tip. Then, since 
L f c L 
6(Lj L!j (C”‘))=Lj Rj (SC”‘)=O, Lj #L?r(c”‘) is a cocycle on aNP Beginning with c”‘, 
we shall construct a required cochain by making use of this condition. Let us first 
of all analyze the following diagram, 
H’( W M) l Hl(W-fi;) KT 
I G 
Hz(M) 
I 3 
Hz(W) 
Since ~707 (c”‘) is a cocycle, there exists an element 6 of H’( W -$j) which is a 
linear combination of f2:-yr,. . . , llTy,, so that KT (5) =fg[crflr (c”‘)]. Then, 
fg(‘; (5) - [‘yny (c”‘)]) = 0, and we can find an element [E Hg( W, Nj) such that 
e(c) = g(lT ([)-[L~J~T (c”‘)]). Define a cochain c” on W -fii by 
c” = a,? (c”‘) - u -u, 
where u and u are cocycle representatives of .$ and h (5) respectively. Then, L,? (c”) 
is again a cocycle and represents a cohomology class in Y~H’(N~> c H’(tJNj). Let 
us now look at the diagram of cochain groups, 
Since the inclusion: NitI--* Nj homotopically passes through K, it induces a zero 
map on cohomology groups. Thus, for a cocycle L,? (c”) E C’(aNj), we can choose a 
cocycle d E C’(Nj -fij+,) SO that Jl(d) = L,? (c”) and 4(d) = 0. Using the short exact 
sequence, 
0 + C’( W -Sj+,) A C'( W -i$)@C’(Nj -&+I) + C’(aNj) + 0, 
define a cochain c’ on W -fij+l by 
c’ = A-‘(c”O(-d)). 
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Then, c’ satisfies two COL tions, 6~’ = a,?+, (w) and ‘,?+I (c’) = 0, and hence c’ can 
be extended to a cochain E C’( W -fig) satisfying SC = w and E,?&) = 0. This 
completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Fat :ach cyj4, take a nice extension yi, of Lemma 6, and let 
cgq be a cocycle represent.itive of yje so that v~E~“,(c,,) = 0 for all k if&. We can 
choose them so that cqq u c,, = 0 when i, = i, but q Z r. Set 6,, = L: (c,,). Beginning 
with (~11,. . , c,}, we shall construct a relevant defining system of (yj,, . . . , yip> 
inductively and prove this by the naturality of Massey products. 
Since we chose c,, so that T~E$&) =0 for all k fjq, the support of 
cqq u Cq+l,q+l for each 1 ~q up - 1 lies in W-l’?*. Also since Lp* (yjq u Yj,+r) = 
[L: (c,, u c~+~.~~~)] = [6,, u bq+lvq+J = 0 and up* is injective, a cocycle c,, u c~+I.~+~ 
is cohomologous to zero. Thus by Lemma 7, there exists a cochain c~,~+I E 
C’(W-gP)sothatSc q,q+l=~qqu~q+~,q+~and~~~(cq.q+~)=O.Then,foreach1~q~ 
p-2, S={c.rlq G s G t <q + 2, t -s < 2) forms a defining system of (yj,, yj4+,, Ui,+,) 
and 
bp*(Yj,+ Vi,+,* Yiq+2 )s = [ ‘qqil cq, u Cr+l.q+Z 
r=q )I 
= [b,, u 0 + 0 u 6q+2,q+2] = 0. 
Thus we get a cocycle cq” r~q c,, u c,+~.~+~ satisfying the conditions of Lemma 7 of 
the case i = 3. Using the filtration N1 3. * * 3) N,, repeat the same procedure p - 2 
timesandwegetadefiningsystemS={cq,~1~q~r~p,r-q<p-l}of(y~,,...ty~,) 
so that E ?_q+t.p(~q,) = 0 if q # r. In particular, up* (c,,) = 0 if q Zr, and we now have 
Since L: is injective on H2, K~S gives us a required defining system Of ((Yjl, . . . , ai,>, 
that is, 
(ajl, * * - 7 ajp)kzS = Kz(Yjl, * * * 9 Yjp>s =O* 
Using Lemma 2, the proof is completed. 
5. Milnor’s jbinvariants and Massey products 
Let L be a link of n components in S3 and W, be a compact 4-manifold obtained 
by attaching n 2-handles to a 4-ball along L with O-framing. Denote by Xi a 
generator of H2(W,) corresponding to the 2-handle attached along the ith com- 
ponent. If the linking numbers of any two components are zero, W, turns out to 
be a typical 4-manifold of the type we handled in Sections 3 and 4. We shall study 
the relation between Milnor’s F-invariant of L and a certain type of Massey product 
on a W, = ML by showing 
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Theorem 3. If every t.i-invariant of L of length sp vanishes, then, for any sequence 
l<jl,. . . , j,,, i 6 n, the p-tuple Massey product (ai,, . . . , c+J on H’(M) contains 
only one element and the equality 
(oil, * * * , (uj,)Ucrin[ML]=(-l)PCZ(jl * * ‘ipi)* 
holds as a number. 
Remark. The invariant fi(ij) is equal to the linking number of the ith and jth 
components, and therefore, the components of a link in Theorem 3 must have 
linking numbers which all vanish. If we exclude the assumption of vanishing of 
fi-invariants, the above equality still holds as an element of H&W,; E/d) = Z/d 
and a residue class of c(jr - * . j,,i) modulo d, where d is the greatest common 
divisor of non-zero fi-invariants of length “p. 
Before proving this, let us state Porter’s result in [14]. Let Ui E H’(S3 -l’?(L)) 
be the Alexander dual of the ith component of L, where N(L) is a regular 
neighborhood, and let rij E H2(S3 -l’?(L)) be the Lefschetz dual of a path connecting 
the ith component with the jth component. 
Theorem (Porter [14]). If every fi-invariant of L of length sp vanishes, then the 
equality, 
(~j,v*-., ui,, Ci) = (-l)“+‘fi (il ’ * ’ jpi)Tj,,i, 
holds for any sequence 1 ~jr, . . . , j,,, i < n, where the left side stands for the Massey 
product on H’(S3 -l’?(L)). 
First of all, we need a nice defining system of the Massey product (Uj,, . . . , Cjp, Uii) 
in the following lemma. We shall use the notations below for the inclusions: 
aN(L) 
‘ 
’ N(L) 
K 
/ 
s3 -3(L) A ML 
II 
- (ML, s3 4(L),. 
Lemma 8. If every t.i-invariant of L of length <p vanishes, then, for any sequence 
1 <jr,. . . ,j, i G n, there exists a defining system {s,r E C’(S’ -@T(L)) 11 s q d r s 
p + 1, r -4 <p} of (oj,, . . . , Ujp, ai) such that 
(1) K#&) is a cocycle and its Poincare’ dual represents the longitude of the j,th 
component on aN(L) for 1 Gq cp + 1, 
(2) K*(sqr)=Ofor Ocr-qcp-1. 
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Proof. (1) is attained by the condition on linking numbers. Actually, a Seifert 
surface of the j4 th component which does not intersect the other components turns 
out to be dual to such a cocycle. 
To see (2), suppose that 1 <ji, . . . , jI s II (t <p) is the shortest sequence so that 
K*(s,,) =0 for O<r -q <t - 1 but ~*(si~) # 0. We may assume that K*(s~~) is a 
cocycle and represents a cohomology class contained in L *H*(N(L)) c H’(aN(L)) 
without loss of generality. Thus by Poincare duality, [K#(sI~)] u K *(+i Z 0 for some 
1 G i s n. The proof is divided into two parts according to whether i =jl or not. 
Case I: i #ii. Because of the vanishing of fi-invariants, every p-tuple Massey 
product on H1(S3 -m(L)) vanishes by Porter’s Theorem and Lemma 2. Thus we 
can extend S={s,,]l~q~rsr} to a defining system {s,,Il~q~rst+l, 
r -4 C t} of (ai,, . . . , uj,, cl) just by addding NOW, by Porter’s 
* =K* slk uSk+l.t+l 
k=l 1 
Taking cap product on both side with the fundamental class [Fi] of the ith component 
of aN(L), we get the identity, 
(4)“‘fi(ji * * * ipi) = [K%,,l UK*Ui n[F;] (go). 
This contradicts the assumption. 
Case II: i = jr. Adding SO,3 to S, we get a defining system {sg, IO ~q s r s t, 
r -4 C I} of the Massey product (vi,, ai,, . . . , ajt). Notice that K+(SO.~-I) # 0. NOW, 
by the same argument above for (cj,, oj,, . . . , ai,), we are done except ji = jr. In this 
case, start our argument with S’ = {sqr ] 0 c q G r 4 t - 1) and we get the exceptional 
case ji = jr-i =jr. Continuing on this, we are done except ji =j~ = * - - =j,. However, 
it is clear in this case that there exists a collection satisfying the conditions (1) and 
(2), because we can take parallel cocycle representatives of ai,. This completes the 
proof. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We shall prove this by induction on p. Let {s,,E 
c1(s3-~(L))(l~q c r G p + 1, r - q < p} be a defining system of the Massey product 
(oji,t * * - 9 ui.9 ui> which satisfies the conditions in Lemma 8. We want to define an 
extension uqr E Cl(&) of s,, reasonably. For the case uQ9, we should take a natural 
extension defined by adding the PoincarC dual of the 2-disk in the j,th solid torus. 
Then a,_r represents the same class as cris. By the condition (2) of Lemma 8, we 
can extend s,, for O<r-qCp-1 to a,, so that u,,(n) =0 for any n E 
Ci(&, S3 -6?(L)). Take arbitrary extensions al,, ~2.~~1 for sip, ~2.~~1. We can now 
easily verify the identity, 
r-l 
&qr= c agkuak+l,, forr-q<p-1. 
k=q 
(5.1) 
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Define the homomorphism @i: H2(S3 -g(L)) + H3(MJ to be the composition: 
H2(S3 -I+‘(L)) A - H3(Mr, s3 -fi(L)) 
I 
6 H3((S* xD2)j, tJ(S’ xD2)j) 
j=l 
ri I 
H3((S' XD*)i, a(S'XD*)i) ’ - H3Wd 
where (S’ XD*)j is a solid torus sewed up along the jth component of &V(L) and 
ri is the projection onto the ith component. Then, clearly we have that, if il # i, 
@iG(jl ’ ’ * ipi)Tjl,i) n [ML] = fi (il * - * ipi). (5.2) 
By (5.1), A ={a,,EC1(ML)I1~q~rrp,r-q<P-l} is a defining system of the 
Massey product (ail,. . . , ai,)* Using this fact, let US compute @i(((aj,, . . . , vii., Ci)) 
when jr # i. 
P 
@i((flji,, - * * 9 Ui,, ai>) =h ’ Ti * A C Slk uSk+l.p+l 
k=l 1 
= alk uak+l.p-1 >3 
= kjil (Salk u~k+l.p+l-alk u~Uk+l.p+l,)] 
= h * Ti JI”-’ 
c (( 
p--l 
SUlp - 1 alk uak+l.p uap+l.p+l 
k=l ) 
( 
P 
--all U &Z2.p+1 - 1 U2k u”k+l.P+l 
k=2 ))I 
= 
R 
p-1 
Sal,- 1 Ulk ~Ukc1.p u”p-l,~+l 
k=l ) 1 
Thus by (5.2) and Porter’s equality, 
Now, when p = 2, the left side does not depend on A, and therefore, if iI # i, we 
have 
(5.4) 
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By the cyclic relations @ (jijzi) = fi(ijijz) (see (21) in [12]) and ai, u ai,u oi = 
ai uczi, uoiz, (5.4) holds except when jl= jz = i. In this case, both the ii and the 
cup product vanish (see (21), (23) in [12]) and (5.4) holds in general. 
Assume that the statement is true up to p - 1. Then any (p - l)-tuple Massey 
product on H*(ML) vanishes. Because, if not, one can find a shortest sequence 
1 ail,. . . ,jq, i s n for some <p that (ai,, . . . , Criq)ucYi f 0 by Lemma 2 and 
PoincarC duality. This gives us a non zero invariant @(it 
(ajl, * * . , (Yip) U ai n [ML] = (-1)‘c (ji . * ’ ipi). (5.5) 
Again by the cyclic relations $ (ii - 9 * j,i) = E (ijr . * * j,) in [12] and (ail, . . . , aiD> u 
Cfi = (ai aj,r . . . , aj,_l) u ajp of Lemma 3, (5.5) holds except when ii = - * * = jp = i. In 
this case, both the fi and the Massey product vanish again and (5.5) holds in general. 
This completes the proof. 
6. Corollaries and examples 
Let L be a link of n components and let Li be its sublink obtained from L by 
excluding the ith component. Then it follows from the definition of Milnor’s 
F-invariant that, if a sequence ji, . . . , j, does not include i, then fi(jr - * * j,) of L 
is exactly equal to @(ii * - * 1,) of Lie In other words, we can forget about the ith 
component when we compute @(ii * - - j,). If any n - 1 components of L form a 
trivial link (such a link is called an almost trivia1 link in [ 1 l]), then fi (ji * * * jp) = 0 
for a sequence ii, . . . , j, missing some component. In particular, every c-invariant 
of length in - 1 vanishes. Thus Theorem 3 implies 
Corollary 1. Let L be an almost trivial link of n components. Then, 
((Yl,..., (Y,_~)u(Y, n[&] = (-1)“-‘fi(12.. - n) 
Remark. This equality in the case n = 3 was proved by the homotopy classification 
of almost trivial links [ll], the homotopy invariance of Matsumoto’s triple [9] and 
the formula in [3]. 
Example 1. The link L shown in Fig. 1 is a typical almost trivia1 link which is not 
homotopically trivial. H2( W,) is generated by n elements x1, . . . , xn corresponding 
to components. Then, any n - 1 of them can be represented by disjoint smooth 
2-spheres, but x1, . . . , x, cannot be realized even by continuous maps of S2 with 
pairwise disjoint images, because of Theorem 1, Corollary 1 and the fact that 
fi(12 * * * n) = 1 (see [ll]). 
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Fig. 1. The link L consisting of n components. 
We can give an alternative proof of Ohkawa’s result by Theorem 2 and 
Theorem 3. 
Corollary 2 (Ohkawa [13]). Let L be a link of n components. If x1, . . . , x, E H2( W,) 
can be represented by pairwise disjoint topologicaffy embedded 2-spheres, then all 
C-invariants vanish. 
Example 2. Let L, be the link shown in Fig. 2. Then, the corresponding generators 
x1, x2 EH*( W,“) to components cannot be represented by disjoint topologically 
embedded 2-spheres for any n 2 1, because 
2n 
,(le 122) = (-1)” (see [12]). 
n times 
Fig. 2. The link L,. 
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